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You make your own luck !?

Development policy and
international cooperation –
partnership, duty of the rich or
a new form of colonialism?

According to a recent study by Oxfam, the 62 richest people in the world own as much as the poorer
half of the global population.
How much inequality is fair? How does it arise? Which social, economic and political aspects
characterize it? And what are the consequences for the winners or the losers?
Development cooperation is not only about building wells, the concept has changed a lot in the last
decades, yet, there are not only positive opinions about it.
But what belongs to this concept? Is development work in South Sudan different than in Brazil? What
are the responsibilities of western industrialized nations, who benefits the most – and who or what is
actually being „developed“? Along these questions, development policy and development cooperation
will be looked at from different points of view.
How important are solidarity and responsibility towards foreigners, immigrants, refugees and asylum
seekers?

Hatred of foreigners and
integration

We will analyze the current situations for these people in the member states of European Union. How
effective are programs like Triton or Mare nostrum? Which alternatives regarding criteria of asylum
can be found? What can be done to improve the situation for the refugees from Near East countries?
'Dont ask what your country can do for you - ask what you can do for your country' - but how much do
you want your country to do for you?
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Eurotopia 2016

The question freedom vs. rights vs. protection in an ideal state will be our dilemma. Therefore, we will
take a look at which state models exist and what we like about them to form our own ideal model
state. We will define the positions citizens can have in our state and randomly distribute them among
all participants in a rotation to find out what we expect our state to do for us or let us do on our own.

